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1. Introduction
In psychology, body consciousness has been conceptualized in various ways. In this study,
body consciousness is understood broadly as a constantly and dynamically updating,
conscious and pre-conscious understanding of where and how one's body is. This
understanding includes many different qualities as well as various kinds of information
about the body. Body consciousness is thought to be based on a multidimensional process,
where we combine information from different senses to emotional and semantic knowledge
of our body (Giummarra, Gibson, Georgiou-Karistianis, & Bradshaw, 2008). Research of
body consciousness is often based on comparisons between different groups, such as
bodily experts or certain psychiatric groups with atypical bodily experiences. The
methodology of body consciousness research encompasses various different methods from
brain imaging and behavioural methods to self-report measures.
In this study the body consciousness of dancers, amateur and professional athletes, and
control participants is compared to each other using four behavioural methods and two
self-report questionnaires. The main focus of the study is the body consciousness of
dancers in particular. The athletes' group is included to separate the influence of moving
per se from that of dancing. In addition, the aim of this study is to make comparisons
between the different methods used and explore their ability to study their subject, body
consciousness, as well as to offer useful knowledge for developing the methodology of
body consciousness research.
This study begins with an introduction to different concepts and qualities of body
consciousness. After that methods of studying body consciousness are described with a
focus on the methods used in the study at hand. Before presenting the current study, the
body consciousness of bodily experts and the bodily experiences of certain psychiatric
groups are elaborated upon.
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2. Body consciousness
2.1. Different qualities and concepts of body consciousness
Body consciousness research moves dynamically in the interface between psychology,
philosophy, and dance studies. Since body consciousness is a highly multidimensional
phenomenon, involving aspects from societal and cultural meanings to our personal
experiences, psychological constructs and somatic markers, interdisciplinary points of view
offer the most interesting information on this phenomenon (e.g. Varela, 1996). In
psychology, body consciousness studies broaden the discipline by integrating
psychological and philosophical points of view.
A reader interested in psychological points of view to body consciousness will be
overwhelmed with the plethora of concepts used to describe this phenomenon. Regarding
many concepts, a consensus on their content is lacking. The following overview is thus one
interpretation of a rich, diverse, and cross-disciplinary field of study. In this study, the
concepts body consciousness and body awareness are used interchangeably as umbrella
terms, encompassing all subconcepts.
Our body awareness is a multisensory phenomenon, composed of visual, proprioceptive,
interoceptive, tactile, haptic, auditive, and vestibular information (Giummarra et al., 2008).
Body consciousness research often utilizes a distinction between proprioception,
interoception, and exteroception made by Sherrington (1906). Proprioception refers to the
position sense and is based on the information we receive from receptors in our muscles
and their accessory organs. Interoception is usually used to describe the process where we
receive afferent information from our viscera, for example the gastrointestinal or
respiratory system (see also Cameron, 2001; Mehling et al., 2009). Exteroception
represents perceptual processes where we receive information from the environment
outside of our bodies, such as tactile, visual, and auditive perception.
Proprioception, interoception, and exteroception are all debated concepts. Propositions
have been made to use interoception as an umbrella term for all afferent information we
receive from our bodies, including proprioception (Cameron, 2001), as well as only using
the term proprioception to encompass all forms of information about our bodies (von
Hofsten & Rösblad, 1988). Another concept used to describe body consciousness is
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embodiment. There are various different interpretations of embodiment in different
disciplines, but overall it could be thought of as an unconscious, non-conceptual
understanding of one's body that forms the starting point of the self and its actions and
sensations (Longo, Schüür, Kammers, Tsakiris, & Haggard, 2008).
One popular pair of concepts is body image and body schema (Gallagher, 1986). The body
image is thought to be conscious and entail perceptual, cognitive, and emotional
information on our body. The body schema, on the other hand, is used to describe a pre-
conscious awareness of our bodily self. The body schema is made of constantly updating
information on how and where our body is. Body image could be understood as a separate
representation and body schema as the active performance of the bodily self.
Another pair of concepts is body ownership and body agency (Gallagher, 2000). Body
ownership refers to the experience that the body I am “in” is mine. Body agency on the
other hand entails the experience of being the one who initiates action. These two qualities
of body consciousness do not necessarily present themselves in tandem: the experience of
body agency requires voluntary movement (Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005a).
The sense of our bodily self also varies with our state of consciousness. Body awareness is
present pre-consciously, but it can be raised to our consciousness by paying attention to it.
Pre-reflective body consciousness points to an implicit consciousness preceding the
reflection on our experience (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2005). The quality of pre-conscious
body consciousness differs most probably from that of conscious body awareness
(Gallagher, 1986) and they are investigated with separate methods. An important aspect of
pre-reflective consciousness is that it is non-objectifying, it does not relate to the body as a
separate object, but the very subject perceiving the body, the self (Gallagher & Zahavi,
2005).
Studying pre-reflective body consciousness poses some obvious problems. In order to
study the pre-reflective, it has to remain pre-reflective. In other words, pointing the
attention to the experience of the body alters this experience, turning it conscious and
obstructing the entry to the pre-reflective (Gallagher, 1986). Therefore, in studies aiming to
grasp the pre-reflective, participants have to be unaware of the actual subject of study.
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Pre-reflective consciousness is conceptually close to the body schema: They are both
implicit and ongoing, forming the background of our conscious actions. These two
concepts differ with respect to their origin. Whereas body schema has been used more in
psychology (Gallagher, 1986), pre-reflective consciousness stems from phenomenology
(Gallagher & Zahavi, 2005). The relationship between body schema and pre-reflective
body consciousness has been theorized elsewhere (Legrand, 2007).
In contrast to pre-reflective body consciousness, objectified body consciousness (OBC), or
self-objectification, places a focus on the gendered phenomena of experiencing our own
bodies from an observer's perspective, as an object (McKinley & Hyde, 1996; Fredrickson
& Roberts, 1997). According to the self-objectification theory, “the cultural milieu of
objectification functions to socialize girls and women to – treat themselves as objects to be
looked at and evaluated” (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997, p. 177). 
The original theory posits that women's possibilities in life are somewhat defined by our
looks, and therefore, constant monitoring of our own bodies works as a tool to predict our
future (Daubenmier, 2005; Impett, Daubenmier, & Hirschman, 2006). Self-objectification
is mirrored in our visual culture and behavior, where women are seen and treated as bodies
to be looked at (Fredrickson and Roberts, 1997; Daubenmier, 2005). Later the theory has
been updated to investigate differences among women, regarding e.g. sexual orientation,
age, and racialization, as well as representatives of other genders (Moradi & Huang, 2008).
Especially one aspect of OBC, body surveillance, is closely related to other body
consciousness constructs. Body surveillance means experiencing one's body as an object
and presents itself in focusing more on the appearance of one's body instead of how it feels,
as well as watching one's body frequently (McKinley & Hyde, 1996). The theory also
posits that devoting attention to the appearance of one's body limits the resources available
for attending to the inner sensations of the body and other activities (McKinley & Hyde,
1996). Indeed, there is evidence that self-objectification has a negative effect on cognitive
and psychomotor performance (Moradi & Huang, 2008).
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It is important to note that often in medical and behavior science body awareness is studied
in the sense of somatosensory amplification, which refers to a maladaptive way to sense
and perceive one's body (Mehling et al., 2009). This might result from the fact that many
psychiatric disorders include bodily symptoms for which no organic cause can be found.
There is a certain difficulty in verbalizing our bodily experience. Using the word “body” as
a prefix embodies a misleading and old-fashioned idea of our sense of self. We do not exist
as Cartesian bodies and minds. New materialist philosophical points of view remind us that
our sense of self is formed as an intra-action (Barad, 2003) of the different aspects of self
that have been and are described as our body and mind. In other words, we do not compose
of a body and mind separate from each other, that could interact with one another. More
accurate concepts of our bodily self would be self-consciousness or self-awareness and
many researchers choose to use them.
On the other hand, the Cartesian idea of a separate mind and body is so deeply embedded
in our ways to understand ourselves and each other that excluding the word “body” might
actually exclude the body too from this understanding. While the movement towards a
more material and holistic sense of self is still at its first steps, a problem persists: How to
talk about our bodily self without separating the mind from the body?
The mind-body problem present in language also exists in the way we experience our body.
There are different opinions regarding our possibilities to experience our body in a non-
reifying manner, simultaneously as a physical entity and a subject, not a passive object of
perception (Legrand & Ravn, 2009).
While there is a variety of concepts and understandings of our body awareness, their
reciprocal relations still remain vaguely understood. Different concepts could, in fact,
represent separate qualities of body consciousness, but it is also possible that they refer to
the same construct. In this study, methods that aim to measure three different body
consciousness constructs – body schema, body ownership, and body image – are compared
to produce information on how they relate to each other.
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2.2. Groups with atypical body awareness
Especially dancers (Jola, Davis & Haggard, 2011) and practitioners of yoga (Daubenmier,
2005; David, Fiori, & Aglioti, 2014) have been considered to have a more refined body
consciousness. Indeed, dancers have been found to have a more accurate body schema and
better proprioceptive abilities than controls (Jola et al., 2011). There is contradictory
evidence regarding yoga practitioners' better body consciousness measured with self-report
measures (Boyle, Sayers, Barbara, Headley, & Manos, 2004; Daubenmier, 2005; Impett et
al., 2006).
In addition to dancers and yoga practitioners, there is evidence of differences between
people who have been diagnosed with certain psychiatric disorders and control
participants. Schizophrenia is characterized by various self-reported somatic symptoms
(McGilchrist & Cutting, 1995). There is also evidence of an atypical experience of body
ownership in schizophrenia (Thakkar, Nichols, McIntosh, & Park, 2011). It is well known
that a tendency to misevaluate one’s body size, a disturbance of the body image, is integral
to eating disorders. There is also proof of a disturbance of the body schema in eating
disorders (Keizer et al., 2013).
Research of body awareness is usually based on examining differences between control
participants and either bodily experts or psychiatric groups with bodily aberrations. Some
methods have been used to study only bodily experts, but not psychiatric groups, and vice
versa. In the current study, methods with which differences have been found between
eating disorder or schizophrenia patients and healthy controls are used to find out if they
result in differences between dancers and controls.
Dancers are a highly multifaceted group. The differences in dance styles are also mirrored
in dancers' relationship to their body and the perceptual processes involved in that
relationship (Legrand & Ravn, 2009). Whereas ballet dancers focus on the visual sense,
their movement being based on what it looks like, for contemporary dancers proprioception
weights more than the visual sense, their movement finding its origin in the experience of
their body in movement.
Dancing, however, is multisensory, and despite subtle differences between individuals or
groups of dancers, all dancing involves proprioception, interoception, and exteroception
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(Legrand & Ravn, 2009). As music is an integral component of most dance, it is also
intertwined with the experience of the bodily self (Legrand & Ravn, 2009), a phenomena
worthy of its own study. Dancers are also often familiar with different techniques that aim
to enhance body awareness, such as yoga. Whereas some dance styles are focused on the
appearance of the body, yoga is based on the internal, non-judgemental awareness of the
body (Impett et al., 2006).
It has been theorized that physical activity could diminish self-objectification and its
negative consequences (Fredrickson and Roberts, 1997), but empirical evidence does not
suggest such a link (Daubenmier, 2005). In contrast, physical activity has been found to
increase the negative effects related to self-objectification (Daubenmier, 2005). There is
also proof of ballet dancers’ higher self-objectification (Tiggemann & Slater, 2001).
The actual mechanism of dancing (or yoga) resulting in better bodily awareness is
unknown. It could be that people who take up dancing already have a more sophisticated,
trait-like body consciousness. Another explanation is that experiences related to dancing
result in a more developed body consciousness. While there is preliminary evidence on the
positive effect of yoga practice on body consciousness (Impett et al., 2006), a randomized
controlled longitudinal study on the effect of dance or yoga is still missing.
It might also be that the bodily experience of experts is not something completely strange
to the layperson. It could be that dance just brings out certain qualities of our body
consciousness, that could also be accessible for everyone in our everyday activities
(Legrand & Ravn, 2009). Making quantitative evaluations, considering the body
consciousness of dancers more developed, or that of people diagnosed with schizophrenia
or an eating disorder less developed, might be misguided. The differences may be instead
qualitative.
While dancers are considered to be bodily experts, it is still unclear what it is in dance that
might make those who practice it more bodily aware. This study is a first known effort in
the field of body consciousness research to control an aspect of dancing, active movement,
by incorporating a control group of athletes. Results that would prove dancers to succeed
better than both control groups in methods used to study body consciousness would point
to the discovery that there is something special in the relationship between dancing or
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dancers and body consciousness other than moving the body. If both dancers and athletes
fare better than controls in the methods used in the current study, but do not differ from
each other, it would seem that moving in itself is sufficient to enhance some qualities of
body consciousness.
2.3. Methods of studying body consciousness
2.3.1. Different methods for different qualities of body consciousness
Various different methods for studying body consciousness have been developed. In this
study, different methods that have been used to study certain qualities of body
consciousness are compared to produce information on whether these methods actually
measure the same construct or whether the different qualities they measure are connected.
It has been proposed that the methods used to study body consciousness instead measure
the integration of information from visual and proprioceptive senses (David et al., 2014).
On the other hand, body consciousness is partially based on multidimensional integration.
It is also possible that different methods measure separate qualities of body consciousness.
Studies using the rubber hand paradigm (see 2.3.4.) have found aberrations on participants
who fill the diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia (Thakkar et al., 2011) or an eating
disorder (Eshkevari, Rieger, Longo, Haggard, & Treasure, 2012). These disorders feature
atypical bodily experiences (see 2.2.). However, when comparing bodily experts, ashtanga
yoga practitioners, to control participants, no differences have been found using the same
method (David et al., 2014).
On the other hand, differences have been found between dancers and control participants
using a different method, endpoint matching (see 2.3.3.) (Jola et al., 2011). These results
suggest that different methods measure different qualities of body consciousness and that a
bodily way of living (dancers and ashtanga yoga practitioners) influences a different
quality of body consciousness than eating disorders and schizophrenia.
Many methods that study body consciousness are based on sensations, feelings, and
experiences of the hands. Still, the experience of our body is very holistic, and in order to
study the consciousness of the body as a whole, we need methods that incorporate the
whole body instead of a single part of it. The hands are also a highly specialized part of the
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body that every one of us uses abundantly everyday in casual activities, in contrast to other
parts of the body. To provide more holistic information on body awareness, in this study a
new method called posture copying (see 3.2.5.) is developed to gain information on using
the body as a whole. Methods of studying body consciousness are presented here with a
focus on the methods used in this study.
2.3.2. Aperture task
In the aperture task, the participants are asked to evaluate whether they could pass
apertures of different widths without turning their shoulders (Warren & Whang, 1987). The
method measures the aperture-to-shoulder-width-ratio (A/S), which is defined as a ratio of
the aperture size, which the participant estimates she can pass without turning her
shoulders, and the actual width of her shoulders. For example, in a situation where the
participant's shoulders' width is 45 cm and the width of the aperture estimated to be
passable is 36 cm, the aperture-to-shoulder-width-ratio would be 0.8. In the studies of
Warren and Whang (1987), the critical aperture has been 1.16 on average, i.e. the
participants have estimated that the aperture should be 1.16 times wider than their
shoulders in order for them to pass it.
Using this method Guardia et al. (2010) found differences between participants with
anorexia and healthy controls. In their study, the participants were presented with apertures
of different widths and asked to estimate whether they could pass the aperture without
turning their shoulders. The critical aperture of the participants with anorexia was larger
than that of the controls, i.e. they overestimated the size of their body in relation to the
aperture.
Keizer et al. (2013) developed the method even further in their study, which also compared
participants with anorexia and healthy controls. In this study, the participants were asked to
actually walk through the apertures. While they were doing so, the movement of their
shoulders was tracked with an infrared camera to register the moment when they turned
their shoulders. In this experiment, the attention of the participants was guided away from
the actual task with an alternative one, unlike previous studies. According to the results of
this study, participants with anorexia turned their shoulders earlier than healthy controls,
i.e. they overestimated the size of their body in relation to the aperture.
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Both Warren and Whang (1987) and Keizer et al. (2013) consider the aperture task suitable
for studying our inner perceptions of the size of our body in relation to the environment, a
body consciousness of one kind. Studies using this method refer to the quality of body
consciousness active in it as body schema (Guardia et al., 2010; Keizer et al., 2013). While
there is evidence of eating disorder patients' relative disadvantage in this task, dancers or
other bodily experts have not been studied using this method.
2.3.3. Endpoint matching
In endpoint matching, participants are presented with locations on a surface and asked to
indicate the same locations from underneath the surface (von Hofsten & Rösblad, 1988;
Jola et al., 2011). The task is based on multi-joint, multisensory integration: The participant
needs to combine information from multiple joints from the body and from the visual,
proprioceptive, and tactile senses (Jola et al., 2011). Participants succeed best in tasks
where multisensory information (visual and proprioceptive) is available, second best in
tasks where visual information is present, and worst when only proprioceptive information
is available (von Hofsten & Rösblad, 1988; Jola et al., 2011).
Many studies have used information from single joints, but methods involving several
joints are deemed to be more ecologically valid because we sense and use our body as a
whole (Jola et al., 2011). Matching tasks have been considered to involve several neural
processes, including the combining of information from individual joints, integration of
proprioceptive information, connecting limb-specific representations to form a
representation of the body as a whole, and multisensory integration (see Jola et al., 2011
for an overview).
Using this paradigm Jola et al. (2011) found differences between dancers and control
participants. According to their results, dancers succeeded better in tasks where all
participants had information only on the proprioceptive sense. No such group differences
were found in tasks where participants were presented with only visual or both visual and
proprioceptive information.
The groups also differed in their prominence of hand-bias. The hand-bias consists of
participants perceiving their right hands as shifted rightward and rotated clockwise and
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their left hands shifted leftward and rotated counterclockwise. Since the hand-bias was
most pronounced across groups in the proprioceptive task, this phenomenon was thought to
have a proprioceptive origin. In dancers, this bias was less prominent in the proprioceptive
task, which was thought to demonstrate a more coherent body representation.
In contrast, in the task where both visual and proprioceptive information were available,
the bias was more prominent in dancers in comparison with non-dancers. This result was
considered as evidence that dancers rely more on proprioceptive than visual information
when both are present. All in all, Jola et al. (2011) interpret their results as evidence of
dancers’ higher reliance on proprioceptive information and a more coherent body
representation. In light of the current study, the results could be seen as evidence of a
different, perhaps more developed body consciousness in dancers in comparison with non-
dancers.
The endpoint matching method is thought to result in information about the participants’
ability to “represent their bodies as coherent wholes” (Jola et al., 2011), which can be
interpreted as a certain quality of body consciousness. Studies using this method refer to
their subject of study as body representation (Jola et al., 2011) or manual spatial ability
(von Hofsten & Rösblad, 1998). Translated to the body consciousness terminology, these
could be interpreted as body schema. This study includes an effort to replicate a the finding
of Jola et al. (2011). This attempt is a welcome act in a research world obsessed with only
novel findings.
2.3.4. Rubber hand illusion
In the rubber hand illusion (RHI), the participant's own hand and a rubber hand presented
in front of her are stroked with paintbrushes simultaneously, which can result in an illusion
where the participant experiences the rubber hand to be her own (Botvinick & Cohen,
1998). The method can also induce an experience of proprioceptive drift, where the
participant's experience of the location of her own hand drifts towards the rubber hand.
Proprioceptive drift is measured by asking the participant to estimate the location of her
own hand.
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There have been suggestions that body ownership and proprioceptive drift are dissociated
(Rohde, Di Luca, & Ernst, 2011). Other measurements used in the RHI are the accuracy of
manual reaches (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998), the temperature of the hand being stroked
(Moseley et al., 2008), or the skin conductance response to a threat of or actual injury to
the rubber hand (Armel & Ramachandran, 2003).
There are various ways of administering the rubber hand illusion. Usually, studies include
conditions of synchronous and asynchronous stroking. In the synchronous condition the
location and timing of stroking is synchronized. In the asynchronous condition the
participant's hand and the rubber hand are stroked at different times and locations. The
asynchronous condition is considered to be a control condition that should not invoke the
illusion (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998), though proprioceptive drift has also been found to
occur in the asynchronous condition (Rohde et al., 2011).
The stroking condition can be a between-participant variable or both conditions can be
administered to all participants. The duration of stroking also varies from study to study
and can be anything from three (e.g. Thakkar et al., 2011) to 30 minutes (Botvinick &
Cohen, 1998). The illusion typically begins after 11 seconds of stroking (Ehrsson, Spence,
& Passingham, 2004).
The rubber hand illusion questionnaire (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998), consisting of nine
statements, is often administered after each block to measure the difference in the
experience of body ownership between different stroking conditions. It is possible that the
questionnaire introduces a bias to the participants' following perceptions in the task (Rohde
et al., 2011), and therefore, its administration in between blocks is slightly problematic.
The RHI is considered to not only teach us about multisensory integration (Botvinick &
Cohen, 1998) but the way we perceive and experience our bodily self (Tsakiris & Haggard,
2005b). The body consciousness RHI is thought to represent is body ownership (Costantini
& Haggard, 2007). It is also suggested that the illusion partially depends on body schema
(Costantini & Haggard, 2007), since in order for the illusion to appear, the rubber hand
must be positioned in a way that would be proprioceptively possible for the participant
(Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005b). Some have argued that during the illusion the rubber hand
replaces the participant's other hand in her body representation (Longo et al., 2008).
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It could be thus stated, that the RHI does not measure the accuracy of body consciousness
or proprioception per se, but instead the malleability or plasticity of them. Supporting the
hypothesis that the rubber hand illusion measures some qualities of body consciousness are
studies indicating aberrations on participants who fill the diagnostic criteria for
schizophrenia (Thakkar et al., 2011) or an eating disorder (Eshkevari et al., 2012). While
there is evidence of aberrations in the RHI on clinical groups with bodily symptoms, no
differences have been found between body experts (ashtanga yoga practitioners) and
control participants (David et al., 2014).
There is tentative evidence that the rubber hand illusion would be stronger on the left hand,
regardless of the participant's handedness (Ocklenburg, Rüther, Peterburs, Pinnow, &
Güntürkün, 2011). It has been suggested, that this preference is based on a right-
hemisphere dominance of body ownership (Ocklenburg et al., 2011). It has also been
suggested that the degree, not direction, of handedness influences the strength of the
illusion (Niebauer, Aselage, & Schutte, 2010).
2.3.5. Self-report measures
Body consciousness has also been studied as a self-report measure. Many measurements
have focused on maladaptive body awareness, where normal bodily sensations are
experienced as unpleasant or disturbing (Mehling et al., 2009). This somatosensory
amplification is distinct from the ability to notice subtle sensations (Mehling et al., 2009),
which is the subject of the current study. This latter kind of body awareness has in contrast
been found to be beneficial in managing different medical conditions (Mehling et al.,
2009).
In their study, Mehling et al. (2009) reviewed the current field of questionnaires that tap
into the non-affective proprioceptive and interoceptive senses of body consciousness. As in
the field of body consciousness research in general, also questionnaires that measure body
awareness lack a consensus on a clear definition of their subject of study. Thus, different
questionnaires measure different qualities of body consciousness. Based on Mehling et al.'s
(2009) review, two questionnaires with the best psychometric properties are presented in
more depth.
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The Body Consciousness Questionnaire (BCQ) was developed to measure subjectively the
private and public body consciousness in non-affective states (Miller, Murphy, & Buss,
1981). The BCQ consist of three different scales measuring three separate but mutually
connected factors: private body consciousness, public body consciousness, and body
competence.
The Private Body Consciousness Scale (PBCS) consists of five items relating to physical
sensations such as dryness of the mouth, or heartbeat (e.g. “I can often feel my heart
beating”). The Public Body Consciousness Scale includes six items that focus on the
awareness of the appearance of one's body (e.g. ”I'm concerned about my posture”). The
last scale is composed of four items measuring the competence of the body, such as
coordination and strength (e.g. “I'm capable of moving quickly”). Especially the PBCS has
been evaluated to be psychometrically adequate (Mehling et al., 2009).
While it is thought that the BCQ measures non-affective states, some of its items, such as
dryness of the mouth, focus on bodily components of emotions (Shields, Mallory, &
Simon, 1989). Another questionnaire has been devised with the same aim as the BCQ: The
Body Awareness Questionnaire (BAQ) (Shields et al., 1989). The purpose of developing
the BAQ was to create a self-report measure that investigates “beliefs about one's
sensitivity to normal, non-emotive body processes” (Shields et al., 1989, p. 803).
The BAQ consists of four factors measuring proprioception and interoception:
attentiveness to changes in bodily processes (e.g. “I am always aware of changes in my
energy level when I eat certain foods”), prediction of bodily reactions (e.g. “I can tell when
I go to bed how well I will sleep that night“), awareness of one's sleep-wake cycle (e.g. “I
am aware of a cycle in my activity level throughout the day”) , and prediction of the onset
of illness (e.g. “I don't know when I'm running a fever without taking my temperature”) .
The questionnaire has ample support from various authors and multiple studies regarding
its psychometric properties (Mehling et al., 2009). A group of bodily experts, practitioners
of yoga, score higher on this measure when compared with controls or athletes
(Daubenmier, 2005). Higher body awareness as measured by the BAQ also mediate yoga
practitioners' lower self-objectification (Daubenmier, 2005).
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Since these questionnaires tap into perceptual and cognitive knowledge regarding one's
body, they could be interpreted as measuring the body image and/or interoception. While
comparisons have been made between different self-report measures (Daubenmier, 2005),
there are no known studies that have compared self-report measures with third-person
methods of studying body consciousness. In the study at hand self-report measures are
combined with four behavioural methods of studying body awareness in order to examine
their relations.
2.4. Hypotheses
The following hypotheses are set:
Hypothesis I
Dancers perform better than athletes and controls in all tasks studying body 
consciousness.
Hypothesis II
The aperture task, endpoint matching, and posture copying, measuring the same 
quality of body consciousness (body schema), produce the same group differences.
Hypothesis III
In posture copying, group differences are larger in copying other parts of the body 
than hands.
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3. Methods
3.1. Participants
Sixty participants took part in this study with the consent of the Ethics Review Board in the
Humanities and Social and Behavioral Sciences of the University of Helsinki. All
participants were naive to the research hypotheses. The participants were recruited from
separate mailing lists for dancers, university students, and employees of various sports
centers and Facebook groups for people interested in dance and/or active in the Finnish
street dance community. Because some psychiatric disorders have an effect on body
consciousness and/or cognitive functions, it was required that the participants had not been
diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder. Three participants were excluded from the study
because they did not fit the criteria concerning the amount of dance or exercise. Three
different groups of participants were included. The groups shall be presented one by one.
The first group (dancers) composed of 19 dancers (fifteen women and four men).
Participants in this group had an education in dance or were studying to have one (fifteen
participants) and/or danced on average five hours or more weekly (seventeen participants).
The age of the participants in this group ranged from 24 to 37 (mean 29.84, SD 4.05) years.
For five participants, the highest level of education was high school or vocational school,
and the remaining 14 participants had a degree in higher education (university/university of
applied sciences).
Eleven participants in this group had started dancing before the age of eight and all
participants by the age of eighteen. The average amount of dance experience was 20.74
(SD 5.03, range 11–23) years. Ten participants reported contemporary dance as their
primary dance style. Other primary dance styles were ballet (four participants), folk dance
(one participant), carnival samba (one participant), breakdance (one participant), show
dance (one participant) and swing (one participant). All dancers had experience from at
least two different dance styles and most had practiced a wide array of styles from classical
ballet and jazz dance to street, afro, and latin dances.
The second group (athletes) included 19 participants (thirteen women and six men), who
were professional (ten participants) and/or had an education in sports (six participants)
and/or did sports on average more than five hours weekly (19 participants). Seventeen
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participants in this group had started doing sports before the age of 11 and all by the age of
16. The age range of this group was 21–36 (mean 27.26, SD 4.13) years. The highest level
of education was high school or vocational school for four participants, and fifteen
participants had a degree in higher education (university/university of applied sciences).
The mean amount of sports experience was 20.68 (SD 6.02, range 8–31) years.
The last group (control group) consisted of 19 participants (thirteen women and six men)
who did not do sports actively. The age range of this group was 20–35 (mean 26.37, SD
4.36) years. For one participant the highest level of education was comprehensive school,
for nine participants it was high school or vocational school, and the remaining nine
participants had a degree in higher education  (university/university of applied sciences).
The amount of dance, sports, and musical exercise self-reported by participants is
presented in tables 1, 2, and 3. In this study, not only instructed dance was considered as
dancing, but also dancing alone at home or at a club was defined as dance. Exercise
involving music was separated from exercise without music. Musical exercise was defined
as exercise that takes place while listening to music – e.g. running to music, group exercise
such as aerobics with music – but that is not dance.
One participant in the control group reported exercising more then 2–3 times per week and
five hours weekly. When asked for clarification, the participant reported that the majority
of this amount of exercise was everyday exercise, cycling. This was considered to be light
enough exercise for the participant to be included in the control group.
Table 1.
Amount of dance in different participant groups
Dancers Athletes Controls
Dance per week (hours)
     M (SD) 11.37 (7.56) 0.87 (0.88) 0.64 (0.77)
     range 2.50–30.00 0–3.00 0–3.00
How often do you dance (n of participants)?
    More often 15
    2–3 times per week 2 2
    Once a week 1 4 1
    2–3 times per month 1 3
    Once a month 7 8
    Once a year 3 6
    Not at all 2 2
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Table 2.
Amount of sports in different participant groups
Dancers Athletes Controls
Sports (including musical exercise) per week
(hours)
     M (SD) 6.89 (6.66) 8.21 (3.50) 1.89 (1.21)
     range 1.50–27.50 4.00–17.50 0.70–5.00
How often do you do sports
(including musical exercise)?
(n of participants)
    More often 6 15 1
    2–3 times per week 10 4 4
    Once a week 1 9
    2–3 times per month 2 4
    Once a month 1
    Once a year
    Not at all
Table 3.
Amount of musical exercise in different participant groups
Dancers Athletes Controls
Musical exercise per week (hours)
     M (SD) 1.34 (2.44) 3.95 (3.95) 0.28 (0.42)
     range 0–10.00 0–12.50 0.00–1.00
How many hours from your exercise time is
musical exercise?
    More often 1 6
    2–3 times per week 4 5
    Once a week 2 3 3
    2–3 times per month 1 1 1
    Once a month 2 1 3
    Once a year 2 5
    Not at all 7 3 7
Since in previous studies differences have been found between yoga professionals and
control participants, participants in this study were also inquired about their practicing of
yoga. Seventeen, seven, and fifteen participants reported having ever practiced yoga in the
dancers', athletes', and controls' groups, respectively. None of the participants were
professionals in yoga. Since differences between right- and left-handed participants have
not been found in any of the methods used, the handedness of the participants was not
enquired.
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3.2. Assessment methods
Body consciousness was measured with four different behavioural methods and two
questionnaires. The methods used were aperture task, endpoint matching, rubber hand
illusion, and posture copying. The questionnaires were the Private Body Consciousness
Scale of the Body Consciousness Questionnaire (PBCS) (Miller et al., 1981) and Body
Awareness Questionnaire (BAQ) (Shields et al., 1989) (see 2.2.5.). The measurements were
administered in the following order.
3.2.1. Aperture task
The aperture task (Figure 1) used in this study was modeled according to that developed by
Warren and Whang (1987). In this task, the participants were presented with apertures of
different widths and asked to estimate whether they could walk through the aperture at a
normal walking speed without turning their shoulders. The answering time was not limited
to control the answering speed of the participants. Between the evaluation tasks, the
participants held a visual obstruction made of cardboard to prevent them from seeing the
changes made to the size of the aperture. The participants were asked to stand still during
the whole experiment. If the participants asked for specification of the instructions, they
were advised to imagine a natural situation where they had to walk through the aperture
presented before them.
Figure 1. Aperture task setting
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At the end of the experiment, the width of the widest part of the participant's body was
measured to define the aperture-to-shoulder-width-ratio (A/S-ratio). The measurement was
carried out by asking the participant to stand against one of the screens and slowly pushing
the other screen to the other side of the participant's body so that she could still move her
body through the aperture without turning her shoulders. After positioning the screens to
just fit the widest part of the participant's body (which was never the shoulders), the
participant was asked to move away from the screens and the aperture left between them
was measured.
The aperture-to-shoulder-width-ratios (A/S) were calculated for each participant by
dividing the critical aperture with the width of the widest part of the participant. The
critical aperture was defined as the widest aperture the participant estimated she could not
pass without turning her shoulders at least two out of three trials. The choice of measuring
the widest part of the participants instead of their shoulders departs from previous studies
using this method. Because our shoulders very rarely are the widest part of our body,
measuring the actual aperture the participants could pass without turning their shoulders
was considered more realistic and ecologically valid. Because of this, the A/S-ratios of the
present study are not comparable with those of previous ones.
During the experiment the participants were standing at a three meter's distance from two
screens (80×189.5×3 cm) that were covered with black cloth and placed at a 20.5 cm
distance from a light grey wall. The apertures were formed from the screens by the
researcher using a measurement tape. The size of the aperture was varied from 30 cm to 85
cm with 5 cm intervals so that each participant was presented with 12 apertures of different
width. Each aperture was presented three times, which resulted in 36 tasks. The ordering of
the apertures was randomized.
3.2.2. Endpoint matching
Three different tasks, proprioceptive, visual, and visuo-proprioceptive, were administered
to all participants in the same order. Randomization of the order was not carried out,
because the tasks differed with regards to their difficulty level. Had it been randomized,
participants starting with an easier task (visuo-proprioceptive) might have benefited from
the experience gained from it in the more difficult task (proprioceptive).
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In the first, proprioceptive task the researcher moved the participant's index finger to one
point at a time while the participant was blindfolded. The participant was asked to indicate
the location of the point from underneath the table with her other index finger. The first
five participants were measured without a blindfold, just with their eyes closed. For the
remaining participants a blindfold was used to act as a reminder for the participant to keep
her eyes closed.
 
In the second, visual task the researcher indicated orally a number representing a point, and
the participant was asked to first fixate her gaze on the point, and then indicate the location
of the point on the lower surface of the table. In the third, visuo-proprioceptive task the
researcher indicated orally a number representing a point, and the participant was asked to
first fixate her gaze on the point, then place her index finger on the point, and finally place
the index finger of her other hand on the same location from underneath the table. In
between each matching task in all three conditions the participant placed her both hands on
her lap or close to her body.
An image of the location of the participant’s index finger on the lower surface of the table
was taken for analysis for each matching task. Only the distances from the participant’s
finger to the target point (error vectors) were used in the analysis. Inspection of possible
differences in hand-bias was not included in the analysis. The distance from the
participant’s fingertip to the corresponding edge of the target point (the white line in Figure
2 represents the distance measured) was calculated in pixels using the measurement tool of
a free graphics editor (Gimp, version 2.8.). The measurement values were converted into
millimeters for better interpretation using the following formula:
pixels∗25.4 /dpi=mm
The setting of endpoint matching is presented in Figure 3. The participant sat at a custom-
height (80.5 cm) table (140×80×2.5 cm) on a chair with an elevation adjustment. The
sitting height was controlled for all participants and was 44 cm. A poster (28.8×33.8 cm)
with four randomly arranged points with numbers from 1 to 4 inside them was taped on the
table (Figure 4). The closest point was 20.0 cm and the furthest one 35.7 cm from the
participant. The distances between the points varied from 8.5 cm to 17.9 cm. The
participant sat facing the poster with the poster aligned with the participant's body.
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Figure 2. Analysis of endpoint matching
Figure 3. Endpoint matching setting Figure 4. Target points in endpoint matching
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A mirror image of the poster was taped on the lower surface of the table so that the poster's
points' locations matched the ones on top of the table. A custom-made camera stand made
from a plastic box (43×30×24 cm) was positioned on the floor underneath the table, in
between the participant's legs. The distance from the floor to the camera (Logitech c920)
was 34 cm and from the camera to the table 44.5 cm. A spirit level was used to ensure that
the camera was horizontally aligned with the floor and the lower surface of the table.
Each block was done with both hands and every other participant started with her right or
left hand, respectively. Each of the four points was matched five times in every block,
which resulted in a total of 120 (5×4×2×3) matching tasks for each participant.
3.2.3. Rubber hand illusion
Both synchronous and asynchronous stroking conditions were administered to all
participants. The ordering of the conditions was counterbalanced in each group (dancers,
athletes, and controls), and according to the participant's gender (women, men).
Proprioceptive drift was measured before the experiment, after the first block, and after the
second block. The rubber hand illusion (RHI) questionnaire (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998),
measuring the experience of ownership for the rubber hand, was administered in between
the blocks and after the final proprioceptive drift measurement. The questionnaire was
translated into Finnish by the researcher, and rated to be suitable by three researchers in
psychology.
Two measures were analyzed from the rubber hand illusion task: the proprioceptive drift
and the mean calculated from subjective reports to the RHI questionnaire (Botvinick &
Cohen, 1998). A positive value on the proprioceptive drift measure meant that the estimate
moved closer to the rubber hand. Because the asynchronous task is considered as a control
task, the proprioceptive drift value was calculated by subtracting the value of the
asynchronous task from the value of the synchronous task. Similarly, the RHI questionnaire
value was defined as the subtraction of the average of the asynchronous task from the
average of the synchronous task.
Figure 5 depicts the setting of the rubber hand illusion method from the researcher's point
of view. The participant sat at a custom height table (80.5 cm) on a chair with an elevation
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adjustment. The height of the chair was modified to resemble a normal sitting height for
each participant. A custom structure made of cardboard was set on the table in front of the
participant. The structure composed of two square shaped boxes that had three walls (the
“floor” lacking) and a rectangular piece placed on top of the boxes.
The participant and the structure were covered with a black cloth that reached from the
participant's shoulders to the top of the two boxes, inside of which the participant placed
her hands. The cloth was attached to the cardboard structure with clothespins. The rubber
hand was placed in between the boxes and the black cloth was pleated so that the rubber
hand was visible to the participant from the wrist. Before the experiment it was checked
from the participant that she can see the rubber hand completely from the wrist.
Because of a human error, six participants (four female dancers, one female athlete and one
male athlete) were measured twice on this experiment, but only the second results were
included in the analysis. Therefore six of the participants had experienced this method
before. In addition to these six participants, two participants reported spontaneously not
being naive to the method's purpose.
Figure 5. Rubber hand illusion setting, researcher's view
3.2.4. Questionnaires
Two questionnaires, the Private Body Consciousness Scale (PBCS) of the Body
Consciousness Questionnaire (Miller et al., 1981) and the Body Awareness Questionnaire
(BAQ) (Shields et al., 1989), measuring self-reported body consciousness were
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administered to all participants. Some changes were made to the original version of the
BAQ: The ordering of the questions was mixed and additional questions were reverse-
scored to diminish the effect of the participants' expectations and answering style. Both
questionnaires were translated to Finnish from English by the researcher.
The PBCS includes 5 items about physical sensations (see 2.3.5.), that are rated on a 5-
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Disagree competely) to 5 (Agree completely). The BAQ
consists of 18 items measuring attentiveness to changes in bodily processes, prediction of
bodily reactions, awareness of one's sleep-wake cycle, and prediction of the onset of illness
(see 2.3.5.). All items in the BAQ are rated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(Disagree completely) to 7 (Agree completely). Measures from both questionnaires, the
PBCS and the BAQ, were calculated as the sum of the participant's answers. The maximum
value of the PBCS was 25. The maximum value for the BAQ was 126.
Reliability of the PBCS was borderline-sufficient (Cronbach's α=.66), consistent with
existing studies (.69<α<.80; Miller et al., 1981; Mehling et al., 2009). In contrast,
reliability of the BAQ was good (Cronbach's α=.81), reflecting previous findings
(α=.77–.83, Shields et al., 1989). The questionnaires were chosen based on their good
psychometric properties (Mehling et al., 2009). In addition to these two questionnaires, the
participants filled forms inquiring information on demographics, dance, and sports.  
3.2.5. Posture copying
The posture copying method was developed for this study. In this method, participants
were advised to copy postures from printed images. The experiment composed of two
different tasks. First, the participants were asked to copy the posture with their eyes open.
After this, they were advised to return to a specific starting position with their legs slightly
apart from each other and their hands close to their body. Then they were asked to close
their eyes and repeat the previous position they had just copied with their eyes closed.
Before the actual experiment the participants practiced the task with one rehearsal posture
and the starting position posture, which were both included in the stimuli.
The stimuli were images of two-dimensional postures (Figure 6). The postures were
developed in collaboration with a professional dancer. The consultation of a professor in
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dance pedagogy was also involved in the development of the postures. Copying of the
postures required positioning of the torso, arms, legs, and head. The task is thought to
involve visual perception (inspection of the stimuli) and proprioception, understanding of
the body and its movements, and short-term visual and proprioceptive memory. The quality
of body consciousness this method aims to measure is body schema. Instead of measuring
the ability to estimate the position of single parts of the body (e.g. endpoint matching,
rubber hand illusion's proprioceptive drift), posture copying aims to capture the
participant's aptitude in positioning her body as a whole.
Figure 6. Posture copying positions and degrees for analysis. The images were presented
to the participants without the white lines, depicting the degrees measured for analysis,
visible in this picture.
The setting of posture copying is presented in Figure 7. The participant was standing three
meters from the camera that was set up on a tripod. The location of the tripod was
controlled by markings on the floor for each leg of the tripod. Before each measurement
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session the camera was positioned so that it was facing the wall in a 90 degrees' position
and that the horizon of the wall behind the participant was straight. A spirit level was used
to ensure the right position of the camera. Each participant copied seven different postures
three times with their eyes open and closed, which resulted in 42 (7×3×2) copying tasks.
Each posture produced by the participant was photographed for later analysis.
Figure 7. Posture copying setting
The postures produced by the participants were analyzed by calculating the degrees of their
body parts and comparing them to the model pictures. Twenty-four different degrees were
calculated from seven different positions using the measurement tool of Photoshop CC.
The degrees are marked on the model pictures in Figure 6. Twelve degrees were measured
from the hands and shoulders, four from the head and neck, four from the back and upper
body, and four from the legs. Eleven different variables were analyzed: the total difference
between the model pictures, the total difference in the eyes open and eyes closed tasks, and
body part specific differences in hands, head and neck, back, and legs both eyes open and
eyes closed.
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4. Results
4.1. Aperture task
Normality of all variables in all six methods was evaluated visually from histograms and
deemed sufficient unless otherwise stated. All p-values are Bonferroni-corrected.
The shoulder widths of participants in different groups did not differ from each other
[F(2,54)=0.60, p=.55]. Mean critical apertures in the dancers', athletes', and control group
were 0.94 (0.12), 0.95 (0.11), and 1.04 (0.15), respectively. A one-way ANOVA resulted in
a statistically significant difference between all three groups [F(2,54)=3.75, p=.03].
Multiple comparisons showed, that the mean ratio of dancers and athletes was smaller than
that of controls. The difference between dancers and controls was significant [t(54)=-2.49,
p=.05], while the difference between athletes and controls was almost significant [t(54)=-
2.23, p=.09]. Dancers and athletes did not differ from each other [t(54)=-0.26, p=1.00].
Dancers and athletes estimated more realistically the size of their body. They estimated that
the aperture had to be 0.94 and 0.95 times the actual width of their body for them to turn
their shoulders to fit through the aperture. The controls overestimated their body and
reported that they would had turned their shoulders when the aperture was 1.04 times the
actual width of their body and they had actually fit through the aperture without turning
their shoulders.
4.2. Endpoint matching
Twelve measurements from ten different participants (two missing values from two
different participants and one missing value from eight different participants) were missing
or could not be analyzed because the participant's fist obstructed her index finger. These
values were replaced with the mean value of distance from the participant's other four
matching tasks of the same point in the same block. Since the amount of missing values
was relatively small (12 missing values from a total of 7200 values), further analysis of
missing values was not carried out. The distribution of the visual task was slightly skewed
to the right (skewness 1.29), so a logarithmic transformation was applied to ensure
normality.
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Mean error vectors in the proprioceptive task were in the dancers group 63.51 (22.94) mm,
in the athletes' group 54.92 (22.43) mm, and in the control group 73.90 (32.58) mm.
Corresponding values in the visual task were 58.68 (31.56) mm, 48.67 (21.17) mm, and
67.07) mm in the dancers', athletes', and control group, respectively. In the last visuo-
proprioceptive task the dancers' averaged error vector was 44.03 (16.48) mm, the athletes'
48.67 (21.17) mm, and control group's 67.07 (27.30) mm.
A one-way analysis of variance revealed an almost significant difference between all three
groups in the proprioceptive [F(2,54)=2.46, p=.1], visual [F(2,54)=2.62, p=.08], and visuo-
proprioceptive task [F(2,54)=2.55, p=.09]. Results for multiple comparisons are presented
in Table 4. There was an almost significant difference between athletes and controls in the
proprioceptive and visual tasks. The mean distance between the participant's finger and the
target point were shorter in both tasks in the athletes' than in the control group.
Table 4.
Results for endpoint matching by group
Dancers/Athletes Dancers/Controls Athletes/Controls
t(54) p t(54) p t(54) p
Proprioceptive 1.00 .96 -1.21 .69 -2.22 .09
Visual 1.17 .74 -1.12 .81 -2.29 .08
Visuo-proprioceptive 0.42 1.00 -1.71 .28 -2.13 .11
4.3. Rubber hand illusion
The data of two (one female dancer and one female athlete) participants could not be
included in the analysis because of a methodological flaw. Thus, the sample size in this
analysis was 55 (18 dancers, 18 athletes and 19 control participants). The distribution of
the proprioceptive drift variable had rather strong skewness (2.14), so a logarithmic
transformation was performed to ensure normality.
Mean proprioceptive drift was 0.78 (3.74) cm in the dancers' group, -0.33 (2.77) cm in the
athletes' group, and 0.97 (4.57) cm in the control group. In the RHI questionnaire the
dancers' mean was 1.02 (0.73), the athletes' 1.01 (0.92), and control group's 1.36 (1.19), all
rounding up to alternative 1 (Disagree completely). No differences between groups were
found in the proprioceptive drift measure [F(2,52)=0.98, p=.38] or the RHI questionnaire
[F(2,52)=.80, p=.46]. Results for paired comparisons are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5.
Results for rubber hand illusion (RHI) by group
Dancers/Athletes Dancers/Controls Athletes/Controls
t(52) p t(52) p t(52) p
Proprioceptive drift 1.26 .65 0.10 1.00 -1.17 .74
RHI questionnaire 0.02 1.00 -1.08 .86 -1.10 .83
4.4. PBCS and BAQ
Mean sums in the dancers', athletes', and control group in the PBCS were 19.84 (3.04),
20.00 (3.18), and 18.53 (2.97), respectively. The corresponding values in the BAQ were in
the dancers' group 98.68 (8.76), in the athletes' group 95.74 (12.14), and 85.42 (12.72) in
the control group.
The groups did not differ from each other in the PBCS [F(2,54)=1.32, p=.28], but there was
a significant difference between all three groups in the BAQ [F(2,54)=7.16, p=.002].
Further comparisons (Table 6) showed, that controls had a significantly lower score in the
BAQ than dancers and athletes, meaning that dancers and athletes consider their body
consciousness better than controls do.
Table 6.
Results for PBCS and BAQ by group
Dancers/Athletes Dancers/Controls Athletes/Controls
t(54) p t(54) p t(54) p
PBCS -0.16 1.00 1.32 .57 1.48 .43
BAQ 0.80 1.00 3.60 .002 2.80 .02
PBCS = Private Body Consciousness Scale of the Body Consciousness Questionnaire,
BAQ = Body Awareness Questionnaire.
4.5. Posture copying
Images from two separate postures were missing from two separate participants. The
missing values were replaced with the mean calculated from the participant's two other
images of the respective posture. Because of the relatively small amount of missing values
(two postures from a total of 2394 postures), no further analysis of them was carried out.
Results for all paired comparisons in this task are presented in Table 7. Figure 8 presents
results for multiple comparisons regarding overall differences. There was a statistically
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significant difference between all three groups in the overall departure from the model
pictures [F(2,54)=4.90, p=.01]. Dancers departed less from the model postures compared to
controls and athletes. A significant difference was found between all groups also in the
postures copied eyes open [F(2,54)=3.45, p=.04]. Dancers succeeded better than athletes
and controls, though the group differences were only almost significant. The mean
difference between all three groups was significant also in the postures copied eyes closed
[F(2,54)=5.74, p=.006]: Dancers scored significantly higher than athletes and controls.
The groups were compared also regarding their average degree departure on different body
parts. Degree differences on four different parts of the body – hands, head and neck, back,
legs – were averaged. Results for body part specific differences are presented in Figure 9.
The groups did not differ in their ability to copy positions of the hands in either the eyes
open [F(2,54)=1.79, p=.18] or eyes closed tasks [F(2,54)=1.25, p=.29]. In the degree
departures calculated from the head and neck, there was a significant difference between
all groups in the eyes open task [F(2,54)=4.01, p=.02]. Both dancers and athletes fared
better than controls, though the differences were only almost significant. In the eyes closed
task there was only an almost significant difference between groups [F(2,54)=3.11, p=.05]:
Dancers performed better than controls.
Table 7.
Results for posture copying by group
Dancers/Athletes Dancers/Controls Athletes/Controls
t(54) p t(54) p t(54) p
Total -2.66 .03 -2.75 .02 -0.09 1.00
Eyes open, total -2.23 .09 -2.32 .07 -.10 1.00
Eyes closed, total -2.89 .02 -3.00 .01 -.08 1.00
Hands, eyes open -1.87 .20 -0.70 1.00 1.17 .74
Hands, eyes closed -1.56 .37 -0.99 .98 0.57 1.00
Head/neck, eyes open -0.01 1.00 -2.46 .05 -2.45 .05
Head/neck, eyes closed -0.67 1.00 -2.42 .06 -1.75 .26
Back, eyes open -2.37 .06 -0.64 1.00 1.73 .27
Back, eyes closed -3.01 .01 -1.36 .53 1.64 .32
Legs, eyes open 0.51 1.00 -2.22 .09 -2.73 .03
Legs, eyes closed -0.72 1.00 -2.60 .04 -1.88 .20
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Figure 8. Total mean departures by group in the posture copying task. The error bars
represent 95 % confidence interval.  **p</=.01, *p</=.05, +p</=.1.
Figure 9. Mean departures by group in different body parts. The error bars represent 95 %
confidence interval.  **p</=.01, *p</=.05, +p</=.1.
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The groups differed in their ability to match the position of their back and upper body to
the model postures in the eyes closed task [F(2,54)=4.53, p=.02]: Dancers were better than
athletes. Differences in the eyes open task were only almost significant [F(2,54)=3.01,
p=.06]. Regarding the ability to position one's legs to correspond to the model pictures,
there was a significant difference between all three groups in both eyes open
[F(2,54)=4.20, p=.02] and eyes closed tasks [F(2,54)=3.61, p=.03]. Dancers were better
than controls in the eyes open and eyes closed tasks, though the former difference was only
almost significant. In addition, athletes succeeded better than controls in the eyes open
task. A compilation of group differences in all six methods is presented in Table 8.
Table 8.
Compilation of group differences
Dancers > Athletes Dancers > Controls Athletes > Controls
Aperture task ** +
Endpoint matching
   Proprioceptive +
   Visual +
   Visuo-proprioceptive
Rubber hand illusion
   Proprioceptive drift
   RHI questionnaire
PBCS
BAQ ** *
Posture copying
   Total * *
   Eyes open, total + +
   Eyes closed, total * *
   Hands, eyes open
   Hands, eyes closed
   Head, eyes open * *
   Head, eyes closed +
   Back, eyes open +
   Back, eyes closed **
   Legs, eyes open + *
   Legs, eyes closed *
**p</=.01, *p</=.05, +p</=.1.
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5. Discussion
5.1. The body consciousness of dancers, athletes, and control participants
5.1.1. Group differences
Studying body consciousness with several different methods resulted in group differences
in some but not all tasks. Hypotheses I and II gained mixed evidence. Dancers were better
than controls in estimating the size of their body in action, while controls overestimated the
size of their body, as demonstrated by the aperture task. While the difference between
athletes and controls was not significant, athletes' estimations of their bodies was extremely
similar to those of dancers. There was no difference between dancers and athletes in
estimations of the size of their body in action. This finding would suggest that dancers and
athletes do not differ regarding their body schema.
Previous research has shown that people who have been diagnosed with an eating disorder
overestimate their body when compared to healthy controls (Keizer et al., 2013; Guardia et
al., 2010). Together these results suggest that both dancing and eating disorders shape the
body schema. Since dancers and athletes fare better than controls in the same method that
has found a relative disadvantage among people diagnosed with an eating disorder, dance
therapy or practicing other physical activities might lead to an enhanced body schema in
this patient group. Eating disorders also include problems with exercising and weight
control through exercising, a fact which interventions that use exercise should take into
account.
In another method measuring the body schema, the endpoint matching task, there was only
an almost significant difference between all three groups. Furthermore, the difference
closest to being significant was between athletes and controls, not dancers and controls.
This result is somewhat in contrast with other findings of this study and previous research.
Other methods measuring the body schema (aperture task, posture copying) resulted in
group differences. In a previous study, dancers have succeeded better than controls in this
task (Jola et al., 2011).
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The difference could be explained by the fact that this task requires only the utilization of
hands. Everyone of us, regardless of our dance or exercise experience, use our hands a lot.
Dance and exercise, on the other hand, usually involve the movement of the body as a
whole, or at least several different parts of it. It might be that methods measuring only
hands fail to capture differences in the body schema or other qualities of body
consciousness. The finding, that the differences were between athletes and control
participants, would support the claim that there is nothing special about dancing, but that
moving per se has a positive influence on body consciousness.
Another explanation would be that endpoint matching measures mainly cognitive or
perceptual abilities. Exercise is known to enhance cognitive functioning (Ratey & Loehr,
2011), which could explain athletes' better precision in this task. Cognitive functioning and
body consciousness are, of course, overlapping phenomena. Athletes might be more
developed in qualities of body consciousness that have a higher cognitive component than
other qualities. In addition to proprioception the task also involves exteroception (vision
and touch), whereas in the posture copying task exteroception plays a significantly smaller
role. There might be a difference in the emphasis of perceptual processes involved in body
consciousness between dancers and athletes.
There were no differences between groups in the rubber hand illusion. This result is in line
with the current, though scant research evidence (David et al., 2014). This method has
previously revealed differences between healthy controls and participants who have been
diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder involving bodily aberrations (Thakkar et al., 2011;
Eshkevari et al., 2012). The results of the current study could point to the fact that the
quality of body consciousness under effect in eating disorders and schizophrenia is at least
partially different to the quality involved in or developed by bodily activities such as
dancing or other physical exercise.
On the other hand, it might be that some psychiatric disorders influence many different
qualities of body consciousness, since differences have been found using many separate
methods. There is evidence of eating disorder patients' atypical body image, body schema
measured by the aperture task (Guardia et al., 2010; Keizer et al., 2013), as well as body
ownership measured by the rubber hand illusion (Eshkevari et al., 2012). The lack of
differences could also be explained by insufficiently qualified methodology. It should be
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noted that the strength of the illusion was very low in all participant groups, and that mean
proprioceptive drift was negative in the athletes' group.
Unsurprisingly, both dancers and athletes consider themselves more skilled than control
participants regarding their body awareness as measured by the BAQ. Since previous
studies and the study at hand using other than self-report measures support the proposal
that dancers and athletes have a partially better body consciousness, it would seem that
dancers and athletes are able to estimate their level of body consciousness truthfully. This
finding also shows that the body image of dancers and athletes include positive evaluations
of perceptual accuracy regarding interoception and proprioception, and more cognitions of
causal relations between one's actions and sensations of the body compared to control
participants.
On the other hand, no differences were found in the PBCS. This finding is in line with
previous research (Tiggemann & Slater, 2001). The reason for this might be PBCS's small
amount of items, or its borderline-sufficient reliability (.66). Another reason might be its
failure to measure only non-affective qualities of body consciousness. The lack of
differences could indicate, that dancers, athletes, and controls do not differ from each other
regarding maladaptive, somatosensory amplification or the ability to perceive emotional,
bodily reactions.
Dancers were more accurate in copying different postures both eyes open and eyes closed
compared to both control groups. It is most interesting that the differences were present
only in tasks measuring other body parts than hands. This finding is in line with hypothesis
III. Dancers were better than athletes in copying the position of the upper body or back, but
the groups succeeded equally well in positioning their head, neck, and legs. The differences
between dancers and controls were present in positions of the head and legs, but not the
upper body or back. Also athletes were better than controls in positioning their head and
legs with their eyes open.
It seems that dancers are better in perceiving, understanding, learning, remembering, and
producing positions that involve the body as a whole compared to other groups. This
difference is most pronounced without the aid of the visual sense and when the position has
to be kept in short-term or working memory. This result acts as evidence for hypothesis I.
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It has to be noted though, that the differences were very small, amounting to a degree or
two. Also, dancers probably have more experience in performing than the participants in
the other groups. Thus, the measurement situation might have been more relaxed and
casual for dancers, resulting in better outcomes.
Athletes also succeeded, albeit only slightly, better than controls in the endpoint matching
task and in positioning their head, neck and legs with their eyes open. Despite these
differences, dancers were all in all superior compared to both other groups in the methods
where group differences were clearly present. This finding would suggest that there is
something special about dancing that mere physical exercise does not grasp.
5.1.2. Comparison of different methods
The aperture task, endpoint matching, and posture copying all aim to measure the body
schema. Dancers succeeded better than controls in the aperture task and posture copying,
but no differences were found in the endpoint matching. It should be remembered, that
researchers developing and using the endpoint matching method have not themselves
referred to its subject as body schema, but that this was just the author's interpretation.
Thus, it would seem that endpoint matching does not, in fact, measure the body schema but
some other aspect of body consciousness. Since research using this method is still limited
and contradictory, more knowledge has to be produced to evaluate its efficiency in
studying body consciousness.
Unlike dancers, who succeeded better than both other groups in almost all tasks, the
athletes' profile was uneven in methods measuring the body schema. While they succeeded
almost as well as dancers in the aperture task and slightly better than controls in the
endpoint matching task, dancers were superior to athletes in the posture copying. It could
be that the aperture task is suitable for studying a more general or rough quality of the body
schema, whereas the posture copying task is better in finding subtler differences between
bodily experts. All in all, studies that aim to clarify the different concepts used in body
consciousness research and their reciprocal relations are called for.
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5.2. Restrictions of the current study
Unfortunately, proper translation procedure for the questionnaires used in this study could
not be followed. Future studies conducted in Finnish would benefit from developing
double translated versions of the questionnaires. In addition to this weakness concerning
the study design, considerations regarding the execution of the study should also be taken
into account. In the endpoint matching task some individual participants developed
strategies to enhance their performance in the task. In future studies, the use of such
strategies should be prevented more carefully to ensure a controlled procedure for all
participants.
All experiments were made in collaboration with the researcher, which might have
influenced the participants’ answers. For example, in the aperture task, the participants’
estimates might have been guided by what was deemed to be socially acceptable. Because
of cultural norms of thinness, overestimating the size of one’s body can be a safer and
socially more acceptable strategy. This might be accentuated in participants who identify as
women because of the norm’s gendered quality.
Other reasons might have also lead the experiments to miss their actual subject. The
endpoint matching task is cognitively very demanding. The participant has to remember
different strategies and be able to switch between them during the experiment. The posture
copying task might be experienced as embarrassing or stressful. The cognitive and
emotional strain caused by these factors might have consumed the participants' resources
and guided their attention from the actual task. This might be more pronounced in control
participants, not used to performing or using their body as much as dancers and athletes.
A possible weakness with regards to the participant groups is the possible effect of
participant expectations. The participants were recruited with two separate letters looking
for dancers or people who do sports actively/who do not do sports actively. Even though
the participants were unaware of the research questions, they were aware that they were
selected for the study because of dancing or exercising or lack thereof. This might have
caused them to feel more (dancers and athletes) or less confident (control participants)
about their performance, which could have produced the group differences.
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The majority of research on body consciousness has included only participants who
identify as women. This study brings needed information on the body consciousness of
men. Unfortunately, because of unequal sample sizes, proper comparisons between women
and men could not be carried out. Since there is evidence of gender differences in body
consciousness (Daubenmier, 2005), the involvement of representatives of different genders
might have also influenced the results. It should also be taken into account, that there are
gender differences with regards to the type of dance or exercise people practice. Studies
involving only participants who identify as women might include a more restricted array of
different types of sports and dance when compared to studies, such as the current study,
including representatives of several genders.
5.3. Implications for future research
This study was an unprecedented effort to compare different methods of body
consciousness research and deepen our understanding of the mechanisms resulting in a
more refined (dancers) or atypical (people diagnosed with an eating disorder and
schizophrenia) body awareness. The results of this study offer useful knowledge for future
studies with regards to their choice of participants, study design, and methodology, as well
as research and treatment of eating disorders.
In this study, any differences between groups cannot be appointed to dancing or sports, or
lack thereof, but could be the result of an underlying cause. It might be, that a more
coherent and accurate body consciousness or the sensitivity to the messages of one’s body
leads to the taking up of dancing or sports. In order to separate the actual influence of
dancing or sports from participant characteristics, a different kind of a research setting
would be more suitable. Administering a period of dance or sports activities to a group of
amateurs and comparing their performance to that of a control group would tell us more
about the effect of dance or sports on body consciousness.
Results hinting at a relative disadvantage in clinical groups and an advantage among
dancers and athletes suggest that interventions aiming to ameliorate unrealistic estimations
of the body in psychiatric states, such as eating disorders and schizophrenia, might benefit
from involving dance or other physical activities. Since the aperture task seems to capture
both the overestimation of the body among people dealing with eating disorders and the
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relational advantage of dancers and athletes, the method could be used in studies evaluating
the effectiveness of interventions using physical activities.
On the other hand, while there is evidence of an atypical body ownership among people
diagnosed with schizophrenia, as measured with the rubber hand illusion (Thakkar et al.,
2011), dance or yoga do not seem to have an effect on body ownership (David et al., 2014).
Dance therapy is widely used in the treatment of schizophrenia, but no recommendations
can be made based on current knowledge (Ren & Xia, 2013). More research is needed to
explore the relationship of schizophrenia symptomatology and body consciousness. Since
schizophrenia is characterized by disturbances of the self, and since our body
consciousness is our self-consciousness, aberrations on other qualities of body
consciousness in schizophrenia could be hypothesized.
A new method developed in this study, posture copying, resulted in very interesting
findings and seemed to capture specifically the relative advantage of dancers. Since
dancers also succeeded better than control participants in the aperture task, that in previous
studies has revealed overestimation of the body schema in eating disorder patients, it would
be intriguing to find out how eating disorder patients succeed in the posture copying task.
Mixing up the field of body consciousness research even further is the finding that certain
groups of dancers are overrepresented in eating disorders (Tiggemann & Slater, 2001).
Studying the body consciousness of dancers with eating disorders would be of special
interest and offer interesting information concerning the relations between different
qualities of body consciousness.
To summarize, in this study it was found that dancers were better than two control groups
in various different tasks measuring body awareness. This study is one of the first ones to
combine different methods of studying body consciousness. Comparison of different
methods offered knowledge that a single method could not had given. Future studies
focusing on body consciousness would also benefit from pairing other methods such as
brain imaging with methods used in this study.
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